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The Second Time Around

It is a common mistake made by many people who, having made a
journey many times before and knowing each waypoint and landmark, think that
the next time the journey is made it will be without incident, especially if careful
forward plans are made. So it was that on the 1st June 2002 we set off on our
second expedition into France. We intended following the same route to begin with
as we had in 2000 but we were hoping to travel more slowly especially on the river
Sambre.

The weather
forecast was good and we
left de Heen at 9.30a.m.on
Saturday morning. We
were soon on the Schelde-
Rhine canal and passed
through the Kreekrak sluis
with very little delay. We
ate a picnic lunch as we
travelled along and
reported to Antwerp
Control at about 13.30hrs.
On telling them our plans
for the following day we
were informed that the
Royer Sluis would be
closed for necessary repairs until the middle of July but that yachts would be able
to pass onto the river Schelde via the Van Cauwelaert Sluis. This sluis is normally
closed to pleasure craft but more importantly for us, we would have to travel into
the middle of the docks to fill with diesel at the Strasbourg Dock and then on
Sunday morning return 10km. through the docks. We had digested this irritating
news when we espied an Esso de Wit bunker ship servicing a barge tied to a
nearby quay. We changed course but were waved away by the bunkership’s
skipper who shouted that there was a pontoon for yachts in the Strasbourg Dock.
Of course we knew that but it had been worth a try!

1700hrs brought us to the diesel pontoon, an old, rusting and oily dumb
barge, hung with tyres to protect our hull. The clean fenders and hull with which
we had set forth that morning received their first oily smudges. Jimmy phoned the
number displayed, which was promptly answered and was told that someone
would come in five minutes. Hardly had he put the phone back in place when it
rang and an apologetic lady said that no one could come until Monday because
there had been a fire! This was very upsetting because we were quite low on fuel
and were not sure where we would be able to buy any. We called up the Siberia
Bridge on the ship’s radio and said we wished to pass into the yacht harbour in the
Willem Dock. After the expected delay at the second bridge (The Londen Bridge),
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we found a smartly uniformed harbour-master waiting for us on the jetty and
indicating that we should moor there. We conveyed to him the disappointing news
about the diesel and he said he would arrange for a tanker to come the following
morning. Sunday? Yes! What a relief. Jimmy accompanied him to the office to pay
our dues, which now include the charge for passing through the docks and so
eliminating a lot of paperwork. The harbour office is a brand new building, housing
showers and a security pass to gain access to Antwerp. On this occasion, the
evening being warm and sunny, we chose to sit in the sunshine and then eat a
late meal aboard. In this happy Euroland we had no need to find a cash point for a
different currency as we had during our previous visit.

Sunday dawned sunny and while I was preparing breakfast I noticed
several yachts making their way to the harbour office, quite the opposite direction
from the opening bridge. Jimmy went to investigate and returned with news that
they were queuing at a small bunkership, which had appeared. We quickly joined
the queue and in fact were only just in time to take the 10.30 a.m. bridge opening.
The next opening was at 11.30, which in the event would have been quite soon
enough. Several boats passed through the two bridges but there were only three
of us waiting to pass onto the river, the rest were on their way back to the
Netherlands with their cheaper red diesel.

We waited
for about an hour to
enter the Van
Cauwelaert Sluis.
There are two lock
chambers and the
Sunday staff was
busy with a sea going
ship, which was
entering the docks.
Eventually it was our
turn and, following
two barges we tied to
a 20m. launch which
was taking a party of
young  people onto
the river for the day.
By now the sun was

hot, the ladies had removed their cardigans and sat on the deck in sleeveless tops
and shorts, the champagne bottles had been opened and everyone was intending
to have a happy day. I was chatting to a man who lives at Profondeville on the
Meuse and who was delighted to know that we had stayed there. The skipper of
the launch assumed we were going down river because the tide was ebbing. We
were astounded. We had worked everything out but of course we had intended
leaving the docks via the Royer Sluis by 10.30 and it was now well past midday
and the tide in the river Schelde ebbs very quickly.
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On leaving the sluis we hugged the port bank hoping to get less adverse
tide by going over the ness. Progress was painfully slow as we followed the much
faster party boat up the river. Eventually we were abreast the Royer sluis where
there is a sturdy floating pontoon in the middle of the river. It is intended to embark
passengers on large boats for trips on the river but the landward side is reserved
for pleasure boats.  There were several fast speedboats already tied up but willing
hands made room for us. It was 2.15p.m. and time for lunch and to take stock of
our surroundings. There was a large sandbank on our starboard side which, on
this glorious Sunday, was covered with families having picnics and sunbathing.
Further downstream people were water-skiing and noisily jetskiing but they
caused little disturbance to us. By 16.00hrs.the tide had turned, the picnics on the
sandbank were being packed away, the “mudlarks” were being made to abandon
their dams and clean themselves up and it was time for us to make a move.

We still travelled slowly, not wishing to beat the tide, and passed boats
still at anchor near the wooded shores of the river. Arriving at the huge lock at
Wintem, we found the gates open for us. There were already about a dozen small
boats tied up and the lockkeeper passing down bags for them to show their
passes or vignettes. Jimmy, of course had to climb the very high ladder with our
ship’s papers to pay for ours. We decided to pay for the full summer otherwise we
should have to be out of Belgium by 15th, September.

Gradually, more and more pleasure boats arrived at the lock and we
could hear on the ship’s radio, anxious voices asking the lockkeepers to wait for
them. The lock gates eventually closed and we were soon making our way onto
the Brussels sea canal. We had decided, while waiting, that we would spend the
night behind the waiting jetty just the other side of the lock. We had noticed boats
moored here on previous passages. There was just one snag. The jetty was very
high and I found it impossible to lasso a bollard. We were just about to give up and
tie to another boat, which was already moored when a friendly face appeared and
a man caught my rope. He was one of the lockkeepers who had ordered a Dutch
boat to tie up in order to buy a vignette. Had the Dutchman been trying to get
away without paying? Unlike us he didn’t stay the night. We spent a very quiet
night, disturbed only by the dawn chorus and hardly noticed the passing of the first
barges.

Monday was overcast but warm and by 9.30 a.m. we were travelling
towards Brussels. We had the big sluis at Zemst to ourselves and by 13.25 were
at the B.R.Y.C. [Belgian Royal Yacht Club] where we decided to stay. There was a
thunderstorm at about 4p.m., which only lasted 10 minutes.

When we left the B.R.Y.C. on Tuesday morning it was warm and sunny
but the glass was falling. Every lock was ready and waiting for us and we arrived
in Halle for lunch and then made our usual trip to the Del Haize supermarket for
essential supplies. With our purchase of Spa water we were given two Spa
glasses. Leaving Halle at 14.25 we again found locks ready and waiting and even
the luxury of the enormous lock at Itre to ourselves! As it was still quite early we
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decided to carry on to Ronquieres to spend the night. The jetties at Itre seemed
more busy than usual with waiting barges and a loading quay on the right bank
seemed to be preparing for work throughout the evening. By 17.25 we were tied
up at Ronquieres and spent a very pleasant evening sitting in the cockpit and
chatting to neighbours. At about 10 p.m. we were assailed by a tremendous
thunderstorm. At one point all the sodium lights on both sides of the canal were
extinguished and so we now only had the frequent flashes of lightning for
illumination. The storm was still raging when we went to bed. The following
morning we found that the waters of the canal had turned to deep muddy brown
and were flowing like a river. Logs and branches, plastic bottles and bags headed
downstream past the boat and the weir on the opposite bank, part of the old
ladder of 15 locks, was a torrent.  Barges were arriving by the minute and over the
airwaves of the ship’s radio we could hear the angry voices of the barges’ skippers
wanting to know why the Plane Incliné was out of service. The chauffeur was
trying to placate them and explaining that the water level of the canal was very
high and so it was dangerous to open the gates of the Plane Incliné. There was
even talk that the passage on the Haute Sambre was impossible because of
flooding. The first two barges came down the Inclined Plane soon after 2 p.m. and
at 16.40 hrs we were at last on our way. We were in the company of two barges, a
yacht and a small converted trip boat owned by a Dutch couple who were taking
her to the south of France. The lady was very apprehensive about being in the
‘tank’ but seemed reassured when I said it was our fourth time and that I thought it
one of the wonders of the modern world. At the top I counted 13 barges waiting to
descend, obviously no place for us to spend the night and so we pressed on under
increasingly grey skies and wind and the threat of rain. By 6.30 p.m.  we had
arrived at a small club in the basin at top of the ladder of 15 locks. The visitors’
jetties were exposed to the wind but we found a vacant jetty sheltered by the high
bank and trees. After dinner we walked to the narrow footbridge over the old canal
where we appreciated the birdsong and the sylvan setting, a tranquil place, very
attractive to anglers. As we left the following morning a club member waved
cheerily to us and wished us ‘Bon Voyage’

By 10.30 we had reached the first of the 3 large locks down to Charleroi.
These locks have floating bollards and so we tucked behind the barge ‘Ankara’
and travelled with her through the locks until she pulled into the coal-unloading
quay below sluis no.3. We reached Marchienne soon after 2 p.m. where the same
trim blonde lady served us with 130 litres of red diesel. She wasn’t yet too happy
with the Euro and gave us too much change but the ‘nice’ English couple pointed
out her mistake and there were smiles all round. We ate a late lunch and were
passed by an enormous Dutch barge, ‘Apollo’, going upstream. Mevrouw was in
the bow directing her husband. The channel is very narrow here, we were at the
diesel jetty and the ‘chapel barge’ was on the opposite bank and so navigation for
Apollo was very difficult. We later caught up with Apollo as she entered the large
sluis at Monceau, astern, having turned round at a convenient inlet. After the lock
she had a low bridge to negotiate and so the skipper called us through. I hoped he
hadn’t much further to travel because the Sambre now becomes a very twisting
and turning river. We had already decided not to stop at Landerlies, which we had
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found on a previous visit to be expensive with few facilities.

By 5 p.m. we
were through the
peniche-sized lock at
l’Abbay d’Aulne and
tied to the railings on
the old riverside quay.
We had been helped
by a Dutchman and
his teenaged son, the
large bollards being
too far apart for us to
use. The young man
later helped us to
move about 10 metres
so that we could get
good satellite
reception because
England were due to play Argentina the following evening. They won the match
1-0 with a Beckham penalty goal in the 44th minute of play.

L’Abaye d’Aulne is a small hamlet with about seven restaurants, two with
lawned terraces down to the channel from the weir, and one at the Abaye, which
houses a museum for brewing beer. We could find neither a boulangerie nor a
tabac.

On Saturday, June 8th, we arrived at Thuin after a short journey of
almost two hours from L’Abaye d’Aulne. There we found a new yacht mooring with
room for 5 or 6 boats and provision for electricity and water although not yet
connected.  Thuin is an important barge centre but nowadays the small shops
have been affected by the building of a large supermarket high on the hill outside
the town. However we found an excellent butcher and baker nearby, a chip shop,
and after a walk up the narrow steep street, a small grocer’s where we bought
fresh tomatoes and a lettuce. Our only complaint was that a garden bench, by the
mooring, was occupied by the local youth all afternoon. They were not noisy, just
distracting, but eventually their tummies called them home.

Since the thunderstorm at Ronquieres the weather had been improving
steadily and it was already very sunny when we left Thuin at 9.05 hrs. Fifteen
minutes later we were motoring through Lobbes, which would probably have been
a better place to have moored than Thuin, and by 11.35 we had passed through
the last sluis in Belgium. At noon precisely we crossed the border into France and
the bells were ringing their welcome as we entered Jeumont. The new yacht quay
had now been taken over by a firm which hired-out small, electrically powered,
boats but there was enough room for us. We plugged into the electricity supply
and settled down to watch French families enjoy a sunny Sunday afternoon.
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FRANCE AND THE SAMBRE - OISE CANAL.

After a very wet night, Monday June 10th dawned very grey. The first
train at 7a.m. woke us up followed quickly by the bin-men. After breakfast we set
off, on foot, up the hill, taking the shopping trolley with us having converted it into
a cart for transporting heavy gas bottles. Our destination was the Stoc
supermarket and while Jimmy bought a replacement gas bottle I shopped for fresh
meat, bread and vegetables. I try to buy enough fresh food to last for three days
and I rely very much on tinned foods, thinking they are much safer when the
weather is hot. We returned to the boat separately and at 10.15 were once more
on our way. We soon arrived at the first lock in Jeumont where the lockkeeper and
three of his friends were waiting for us. Jimmy paid his dues to the V.N.F. and we
renewed our acquaintance with ‘Sesame’. We took the opportunity to fill up with
water at the lock. The
pressure was very poor
and it took a long time.
Looking astern I saw a
red and cream boat tied
to the waiting jetty. I
thought it might be the
same boat that I had
seen moored among the
barges in Thuin. The day
continued grey and
showery. We stopped at
Boussières sur Sambre
for lunch. There was a
very new bridge over the
canal and people were
busy filling marked areas
in the grass with bedding plants. There was also a wicker pony pulling a small trap
and I presumed that the pony would be decked with flowers by the end of the
week. Perhaps there were going to be festivities to celebrate the new bridge. We
reached Berlaimont by 5 p.m. in the pouring rain and had the mooring to
ourselves.

The rain continued all night and so wearing our oilskins and Wellingtons
we travelled for the next 2½ hours to Landrecies, wondering if the rain would ever
stop. There were four boats on the jetty, two Dutch boats, one French and us. The
red hulled boat, ‘Arco’, arrived later and moored on the grassy bank. It continued
to rain on and off for the rest of Tuesday and Wednesday but we had good
reception for the satellite dish to watch England draw their match with Nigeria and
manage to progress to the next round of the World Cup. While shopping at the
supermarket we bought some Methode Traditional Champagne and received two
free flutes, which made the weather seem a bit brighter.
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The skies were
still grey when we left
Landrecies on Thursday
morning. At the first écluse
a man from the V.N.F. was
in attendance doing some
general maintenance. On
leaving the écluse I asked
him if someone would be
at the lifting bridge a few
kilometres further on. He
said he would be coming.
We proceeded to the
bridge, over which
‘Sesame’ has no control.
We waited and waited and

eventually I was persuaded that I had misunderstood what had been said and that
I should go ashore and speak through the ‘Intercom’ at the side of the bridge.
‘Going ashore’ was not easy because the bank had been churned up by a large-
tyred vehicle and was an expanse of sticky, brown clay. Moreover, wearing my
wellies, half a size too big to accommodate warm socks, I was always fearful of
tripping up.  I made contact with ‘Control’ and was just climbing back aboard when
the V.N.F. man appeared, as did ‘Arco’. It is only as I write this that I realise that
‘Arco’ may have been the cause of the delay. If she had arrived at the lock as we
were leaving, the lockkeeper may have waited to see her through.

We now travelled with ‘Arco’ to the Halte at Gard and for several days
afterwards. Ari and Cobi from ‘Arco’ had intended going to Arras via Ronquieres
and then the four ships’ lifts
down to the Canal du
Centre and so on to Mons.
Unfortunately the previous
winter there had been a
very bad accident at no. 1
Ascenseur, the oldest lift,
when a guillotine gate had
dropped onto a barge
which was leaving the lift,
almost cutting the barge in
two and depositing its
cargo of steel into the lift’s
container. There had been
talk of it being mended in
time for the summer
season but we had our doubts. The story had been reported in ‘Waterways World’
and in Dutch newspapers but Ari had known nothing about it. They had decided to
carry on up the Sambre and as the weather improved thought that they might as
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well go on to Paris. The moorings at Gard are in a large basin where, in former
times, barges would have waited to descend the ladder of locks down the
escarpment but now there are finger jetties equipped with electricity in the
northern half and anglers had taken over the southern. The whole place is very
wooded and tranquil.

In company with
‘Arco we were through the
seven automatic locks by
11.00 on Friday and then
stopped for lunch inside
no. 14 at Tupigny at 12.25
to conform with the new
French 35 hour week. By
14.45 hrs.  we were tied up
in Vadencourt at a newly
made Halte complete with
painted bollards and a
notice board – no need to
deploy our shackles this
year. We unpacked our
bicycles and rode off
towards the village to find that the road was blocked by road-making machinery.
We pushed and carried the bikes past the obstruction, getting nettled in the
process. In the village we found a boulangerie and a safer way back to the boats
where we informed Cobi of our discoveries. The following morning she bought us
fresh bread before we set off.

We travelled on Saturday morning with the V.N.F. team as far as écluse
25 where we were given ‘Basineé’ and by lunchtime had arrived at the écluse at
Ribemont.  We chose to make our own mooring before the écluse because we
would have much better T.V. reception than below at the newly designated Halte.

England was to play Denmark
that evening. The Oise canal
has very little commercial
traffic in this area and the only
sound was the birdsong. On
our evening walk we visited
‘Arco’ at the mooring below the
lock and there encountered our
first giant wasp – very scary.
England won 3-0. ‘Arco’ left
early the next morning. The
day was very hot and so we
travelled for just under two
hours to Hamegicourt where
we again made our own
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mooring. We talked to the éclusier who turned out to be quite a famous sculptor.
His studio was in a large building attached to his cottage and after lunch I was
invited to look at his works. He had been especially commissioned to do some
work to accompany Wilfred Owen’s war poems.

CHAUNY.

Monday 17th June. At  9.15 a.m. we were on our way and it was already
hot. We had spent a very quiet weekend travelling slowly along the Sambre - Oise
canal making our own moorings. Now we would be on the much busier Oise canal
with its double locks and commercial traffic. We handed in Basineé at the first
lock. Just before 12.30 p.m. we reached the third double lock immediately before
Chauny only to be greeted by two red lights, the lock was out of service. We had
forgotten the lunch pause. In spite of drawn curtains the inside of the boat was
unbearably hot. We stood on the starboard side, our feet in the 6” wide strip of
shade. We could see the moorings at Chauny below the lock shining like a mirage
in the desert. At 1.30 p.m. precisely the lock gates began to move and ten minutes
later we had reached our destination. The temperature inside the boat was 39°C
and having filled our tank with fresh water we allowed the hose to run over the roof
in an attempt to cool down the boat. We also ran the Eberspächer heater on ‘cold’
all afternoon hoping to waft air through the boat but the thermometer remained at
39°C until past 6.30 p.m. I had paid for our moorin g and arranged to use the
washing machine and drier. Fortunately I only had to pay for the use of the
machines and not for tokens. The Italian washing machine was quite adequate but
its spin cycle was very poor and so it was necessary to use the drier for a very
long time especially for towels. There was a strip of shade next to the harbour
building where I sat on a bench chatting to a Dane who had brought his boat from
the South of France. He told me he had managed the journey exclusively using
red diesel by claiming to be English and that he would be leaving France at the
next seaport. Are Danes cheeky? the French naïve or is this how we achieve our
reputation for being perfidious? I solved the cooking problem that evening by
buying a freshly cooked baguette, opening a vacuum packet of smoked salmon
from the fridge and a bottle of white wine. This menu became my norm when the
temperature reached 35°C.

The following day was just as hot but we followed the Dane’s directions
and found the superbly air-conditioned supermarket in the town and an essential
bank. At about 5 p.m. a monstrous Brit yacht insisted on tying up to take on water.
It had to lie alongside the quay, under the crane and the French harbourmaster
had to move another yacht to make room. We think it was a hired boat with a
professional crew, but professional or not we insisted that they use springs or else
the wash from a passing barge, no matter how slow moving, would have caused
her stern to collide with our quarter.

When we awoke on Wednesday morning it was raining steadily but
undeterred we donned our waterproofs and set off. Less than a mile downstream
is a barge jetty for diesel and water. With no barges about we stopped and found
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the owner who readily sold us 100ltrs. red fuel. We then went through Écluse no.1
at Abbecourt onto the canal Oise à l’Aisne, new territory for us. The locks all
worked automatically with radar detectors and there was a 6 km/h speed limit. The
canal was very narrow with collapsing banks and very little traffic. There were
workmen clearing vegetation and pruning trees and we passed a couple of inviting
mooring places. By about 11a.m. the rain had stopped and it was warm and sticky
and it was at this point that we were both bitten by Horse flies. We later identified
them as Clegg flies, a particularly vicious member of the species. Nevertheless we
enjoyed our quiet and sylvan journey with glimpses of farms and castles through
the trees.

We arrived at
Pinon at 2 p.m. at a new
Halte with a supermarket
only 180 paces away.
Like two Vikings bent on
plunder we visited the
supermarket and returned
with two full trolleys,
enough to keep us
drinking for quite some
time! It was here that a
giant wasp invaded the
galley but was quickly
despatched!

We had a damp
start the following morning
after a thunder- storm during the night. Our destination was Pargny-Filain where
we hoped to find electricity and good reception for England v Brazil. The weather
brightened but we had a fright during the journey. A peniche was approaching
from the opposite direction keeping ‘his half to the middle’ We moved closer and
closer to the bank in fear of rocks and protruding pieces of rusting metal. As we
passed each other I turned to glare at the skipper only to see his startled face. He
was cleaning the windows of his cabin, his back to the way he was travelling and
his view hidden anyway by the Renault car lashed to the top of his cargo on his
forward deck. There was no-one steering. Jimmy formed the opinion that the keel
of the peniche was keeping its course in the furrow in the bed of the canal!

The mooring at Pargny-Filain came up to expectation and there was a
notice that  €7 were to be paid. We tried to pay at the lock, at the same time telling
the lock keeper that we would not be leaving until 10.45 a.m. the following
morning after the football match. He sent us to pay at the bar. The bar tender
hadn’t any change. There were Gallic shrugs and smiles. We explored the village,
a quiet dormitory of somewhere, and read the notices at the Mairie.
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Friday 21st June.      Entry from ship’s log:-
Owen  1      Brazil 2.

Enough said!

The well-lit tunnel took half an hour to navigate without incident. Soon
after leaving the tunnel we passed a narrow-boat. The skipper shouted to us ‘had
we heard the bad news?’
My mind immediately on
all things nautical, I
imagined broken lock
gates, tunnels on fire etc.
etc. He was talking of
football!  Heavens
above!

The locks were
now ‘down – hill’ and
passage through them
was quick and at 13.30
we arrived at Bourg et
Comin. We were now on
the river Aisne, which
was flowing quite fast and nearly caught us out when mooring. There was room
for about four boats and there was a large picnic area. We cycled to the village
and passed the hydroelectric power station. It was a steep uphill ride. There were
a couple of shops on a town square, a war memorial and shuttered houses. All
was quiet, the main road not coming through the village.

Saturday morning we left Bourg et Comin and travelled up the River
Aisne. The 20 kms. we travelled seemed to take a very long time against the

adverse stream but the
barges coming the
opposite way approached
and passed at an alarming
speed. We reached the
écluse at Berry au Bac at
12.20 p.m. just before the
lunch pause and were in
No. 1 écluse on the Canal
de l’Aisne au Marne at
12.50. Eventually we
reached écluse No. 4 at
Alger, our destination, at
14.00.  Now, once more,
we were on   familiar
territory. We had spent a
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quiet weekend here in 2000.  Tucked in, by the lock, we could use ‘les tables pour
picnique’ and watch the cyclists riding on the tow- path and enjoy the prize-
winning floral displays at the lock.

Sunday morning was extremely busy with barge traffic travelling towards
Reims. One skipper shouted that we had no right to moor there all day.
Disconcerted, we looked up our official information from the V.N.F. and it is
definitely an approved place for pleasure craft. Why else were there mooring poles
and picnic tables and water? As vindication of this interpretation, a Dutch barge
approached, travelling ‘downhill’ at about 6p.m. to find two red lights against him,
the electricity for the écluse having been switched off for the night. The skipper
tried to come next to the bank but there was not enough depth for a barge. We
helped with his lines and a gangplank so that the 17 year old cat could go ashore.
We sat and chatted for quite a while. They had been delivering gravel to Challons
and were now returning to Rotterdam with barley for brewing.

Between Alger and Reims the locks were being modernised for full
automation and so, the following morning, we found many V.N.F. men at work.
Just before Reims we arrived at the barge quay we had used two years before in
order to shop at the enormous Leclerc supermarket. Restricted by the uneven
terrain we could only use our small shopping trolley and not borrow one from the
supermarket. We had also intended eating lunch there but there was an all-
pervading smell of burning rubbish and so we moved on. After about 15 minutes
we came to an industrial site with very easy moorings. After reading the notices on
the security fences we discovered that there could be explosions! This didn’t seem
to worry the residents of the nearby houses nor the men working in the allotments
and so we stayed for half an hour to eat our lunch. By 16.50 we had reached
Sillery, having passed the noisy moorings at Reims, the school children learning to
row, and the unceasing sound of traffic from the busy roads on both sides of the
canal. We quickly found ‘our mooring’ and were followed into the harbour by ‘Nila’

which had been our
neighbour at Bourg et
Comin. We had decided
to stay in Sillery for
three days and,
accordingly, paid €9.
One night’s stay was
€5, two nights €9 and a
third night, free. The
weather, however, was
perfect, not too hot, and
so we stayed for a
week, living like lotus-
eaters and paying the
princely sum of €18 for
the mooring, all the
electricity we needed
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and drinking water. There was extra to pay for showers but of course, we had our
own. We found Sillery even more idyllic than two years previously when I
discovered that the DIY store near the canal bridge had been turned into a small
supermarket. Combined with an excellent champagne cave and directed by the
most helpful student-harbour-mistress we went for a tasting to vignoble Colin
Guillaume. At 10.30 a.m. Jimmy and I were sharing a bottle of champagne with M.
Guilluame while his wife was working at her computer at the other end of the
large, modern warehouse. We carried back to the boat 6 bottles carefully packed
for taking home. That same afternoon we caught the bus to Reims and visited the
Museum of the Rendition of the 8th May 1945. The allied forces had
commandeered for their H.Q. a secondary school, which had been used by the
Gestapo, and there they received the surrender of the commanders of the
German forces. The building is still a technical school with two or three rooms set
aside for the museum. My lasting memory is of the Operations Room, where, on
the wall, was a map which seemed to be made from separate sheets of smaller
maps, perhaps from the Geography department, and carefully fitted together.

When paying to visit the Museum of the Rendition we had been given
complimentary tickets to other museums and so, much to Jimmy’s surprise we
visited the Museum des Beaux Arts near the cathedral. By now the day was very
hot and the museum was not equipped with air-conditioning which could not have
been very good for the paintings.

There is an airfield near Sillery and so we spent lazy afternoons in the
cockpit watching the French air force practising its display for July 14th. We also
saw gliders being towed heavenwards and then released to soar in the thermal
airs.

Next to the supermarket is a large military cemetery from the battle of
the Marne in the First World War. From reading the explanation I discovered that
there were in fact three battles in the successive summers of ’15,16, and 17 and I
came to understand why the houses in Sillery were all comparatively new. The
gravestones stood back-to-back, Christians and Moslems together. The area was
beautifully tended and very peaceful.

On June 30th we watched Brazil beat Germany 2-0 and so at least
England had been beaten by the winners of the World Cup.

THE CANAL LATERAL A LA MARNE.

The weather had turned cool and grey on July 1st and so we had no
regrets on leaving Sillery and heading ‘uphill’ to the tunnel of Mont Billy and then
down again to Condé and the Canal Lateral a la Marne. A German motor- boat
was steadily gaining on us in the tunnel and so we waited at the first downhill
écluse and then we travelled together to Condé. Jimmy did sterling work as a
boat-hand, stepping ashore after we were safely in the écluse, and taking the lines
from the German lady and fending-off her vulnerable bow from the lock wall. As
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soon as they were tied up, Jimmy set the lock in motion and thus we travelled in
harmony down to Condé. The skies had become greyer and we felt the first drops
of rain as we waited for the waters to recede in the last écluse. We dashed for an
inside jetty but the bigger German boat tried to come alongside an outside jetty.
Unfortunately, a narrow boat was moored at right angles to our jetty and the
German skipper could not see how near he was to ramming her amidships. He
‘chickened-out’ and decided to moor next to us which caused us consternation,
but with his engine on tick-over he inched forward with many hands fending him
off and pushing extra fenders between the boats. An interesting chat with the
owners of the narrow boat whose homeport was Rothwell was cut short by
monsoon rain, which lasted well into the night.

We left Condé at 10am the following morning and in spite of threatening
rain managed to reach Challons sur Marne by mid-day without getting wet.  Above
the lock at Challons we found a very pleasant mooring sheltered from the main
canal by a large island. Pollarded chestnut trees shaded the grassy bank and we
tucked in at the front of a converted péniche named “Salamander” which in its turn
was in front of “Peke” with its English crew Dave and Penny. “Peke” was a small
Dutch barge flying a large red ensign.  I was taking stock of my surroundings
when a very chic lady of a certain age wished me or rather “Yorkshire Maid”,
“good day”. The lady was the owner of “Salamander” and with her paid crew was
on her holidays cruising the French canals. Normally, during the winter months,
she had a mooring on the River Seine just opposite the Eiffel tower. “Peke” and
“Salamander” left early the following morning and with luck would be well in front
when we started at 9.50 a.m. There was no hope of us sharing an écluse with
either of them. It rained all morning and we were glad to reach a grassy mooring
at Chaussee sur Marne complete with hooked bollards, primarily intended for
mooring barges. One other boat, “The Pride of Bute”, was moored there. During a
dry spell in the afternoon, we walked round the pretty village and then, on our
return, made the acquaintance of the crew of “The Pride of Bute”. They were
travelling down the Marne towards Epernay. We were anxious to ask them how
they had found (enjoyed?) the Mauvages tunnel through which we expected to be
travelling in about two week’s time. To our surprise and delight we learned that
they had been towed through on their own and that the experience had been a
“non-event” with no damage. The skipper also said that with the experience of
hindsight he would have sat on his foredeck and deployed the lines connecting
him to the tug as if driving a carthorse! Good in theory, perhaps!

It was still grey when we left Chaussee sur Marne on Thursday July 4th

but the day improved steadily. We had a problem of a weeping gland of the stern
tube and so seeing a very good stopping place above a lock we stopped at
10.30a.m. to repack the gland. Jimmy had been tightening it each evening and
emptying its drip tray made from an ice cream box, which had been invariably full,
and so it was time to do a proper job. The lady from the lockkeeper’s cottage had
been putting papers into her green bin and had offered me a thick catalogue to
read. Jimmy could not understand why I had accepted but knowing that many
French households rely on “home shopping” I thought it would make interesting
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reading. For instance what did the French think was fashionable and affordable
and how did they want to furnish their homes and more importantly, how did their
prices compare with those in England? By 11.15 a.m. the gland packed and coffee
having been drunk, we were once again on our way and reached Vitry le Francois
at 13.25 hrs. All the way from Reims we had been controlling the locks for
ourselves with a “dangling sausage”.  A wire is stretched across the canal about
100 metres before the lock and a padded control wire is suspended from this. A
member of the crew must grab this and turn it one quarter-turn to the left. Lights
flash at the lock, and a green light indicates that the lock is ready for you to enter.
We were therefore very worried, on approaching Vitry, to see a Danish boat on
our side of the canal looking as if about to turn our sausage. Fortunately the
skipper quickly changed course and waved as he passed. We didn’t realise at the
time that this would have been the first time that the Dane had met this particular
device and probably primed by his friends would be only too anxious to do the
right thing.

Vitry is a nodal point for the French canal system. Here the canal Marne
au Rhine, which crosses France from west to east meets the southward travelling
river Saone. Large silos stretch along the quays and many barges wait to load
their cargoes of grain. It is an education to realise how much grain is grown in
northern France and that the harvest was already being gathered at the beginning
of July. We travelled slowly past the barges and reached the small yacht harbour.
“Salamander” was moored just at the entrance with long cables connecting her to
the electricity supply. “Peke” had found a niche among the barges. The yacht
harbour was for boats of less than 10metres and we were worried that at 10.4 we
would be turned away. The first boat inside which we had to pass was a 12 metre,
British owned, Dutch built, gin palace. We reversed past its bow, fending
ourselves away from its fiendish-looking anchor and found there was ample room
for us. The harbour held about a dozen boats altogether and the British skipper
helped us to moor at the very bouncy finger jetty. He had been at Vitry over a
week with alternator problems and was waiting for someone to come from Holland
to mend it. His wife was a mine of information and imparted to us that there was a
cyber-café in the town and a supermarket 5 mins. away.

We went exploring, first to the super market and then by bicycle to the
town centre. Vitry has a large marble–paved city square with cool fountains and
children playing. Shops, banks and restaurants are on all four sides. Everything is
very modern and the whole place has an air of prosperity. Later that afternoon we
walked there again to try to find the cyber-café. We had difficulty because it wasn’t
what we expected. I’m not quite sure what we did expect but in the event it was an
empty shop into which someone had put half-dozen computers. Teenage boys
were playing games on two and an even younger teenage boy was in charge. He
directed us to a computer, lent us a biro and left us to it. We sent an e-mail to
Peter and checked our bank accounts and felt reassured. We even walked all the
way back half an hour later because Jimmy had forgotten something important.

We were up early on Saturday morning to do our Inter-Marché shopping.
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As we climbed the steps out of the harbour I heard the now familiar klaxon of the
bread van. I joined the mature ladies buying their bread, hot and crisp, from the
van. Bread is more expensive from vans and boulangeries than from the
supermarkets and is subsidised by the government. As in England, these small
enterprises are being put out of business by the supermarkets but the French
government recognises the social benefit they have in the small villages and
where an ageing population relies on them.

Returning from the Inter-Marche to the harbour with a full shopping
trolley Jimmy espied an Australian ensign. I quipped that it could be Bruce and
then we saw the name of the boat, “Zizz” and knew that it was Bruce. Bruce
doesn’t have an afternoon nap, he has a “zizz”. We walked past the stern of the
boat as Bruce’s head emerged from his doorway. Our Australian friend had spent
the winter in France near the Pyrenees and had bought a French ex-hire-boat via
the internet. He was now travelling through central France with his daughter’s
father-in-law, Peter, and they were now on their way down the Marne to Paris
where Peter would catch a plane back home.  We were all delighted to see each
other and we joined Bruce and Peter for pre dinner drinks that evening. Bruce was
disappointed to learn that we intended leaving the following day but we still had a
long way to go and although the harbour at Vitry was cosy and friendly with Swiss
and German boats now having joined us, it could become very airless and
uncomfortable if the weather became any warmer.

THE CANAL MARNE AU RHINE.

We left the small harbour at Vitry at 9.50a.m. Saturday morning with
shouts from Bruce to say “Hello” to the crew of “Bayleaf” if we should meet them.
Acting on the firm instructions of the young harbour mistress we had first
telephoned the “chef” at écluse no. 70 (the first lock on the Marne au Rhine canal)
to warn him of our arrival. Failure to do so would probably entail a wait of at least
an hour at the lock which “ce n’est pas agréable”. Reaching the écluse at 10.25
we found it ready for us and as we ascended the 2 metres in the lock chamber we
were greeted by the glorious sight of summer flowers planted in containers of all
shapes and sizes. The éclusier, who looked like the Fat Controller, with a large
walrus moustache, smiled broadly when I complimented him on the display. He
had grown all the flowers himself and supplied the other lockkeepers along the
canal. As we left his lock he said that his team would be waiting for us.

For six days and 70 locks we would be travelling uphill to the Mauvages
tunnel, all the locks would be wound by hand by a team of students, boys and
girls, who travelled between the locks on scooters and kept in touch with the “chef”
by mobile telephone. Each student seemed to have two or three locks under his
care and when there weren’t many boats on the canal we sometimes had the
luxury of two students looking after us. They worked very hard and we were most
appreciative especially when the weather became very hot. The rise of water in
each lock was just over 2 metres and so very difficult for me to lasso a bollard and
so catching our ropes was a further task for them. Jimmy usually stepped ashore
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and helped to open one of the gates, while the student opened the other and then
we travelled slowly along while he closed the gates and reset the paddles ready
for the next boat. Each afternoon we chose where to stop and told our helper what
time next morning we wished to start. Each lunchtime we stopped for half an hour
in the lock chamber to eat while the students ate their picnics in the shade of a

tree. The first day there
had been a trilingual
misunderstanding when
we shared the locks with a
German boat. The
students were doing their
best to speak German and
English while we were
parading our French.
Eventually we realised
they were not asking when
we would care to stop for
lunch but that they were
now going to stop for
theirs! We reached the
next lock without a sign of

life and nowhere to tie up. The canal banks were very overgrown and it was
difficult to see what dangers lay beneath the waters if we went too near the banks.
We had no choice but to drop our anchor mid canal while the German boat, some
way behind us veered from bank to bank with the aid of his bow screw.

During the six days that we travelled eastwards across northern France
to the hills of Lorraine we passed through rolling cornfields and woodlands and
endless birdsong. Villages were mainly in the distance although we did pass
through the outskirts of some towns with their retail parks, car show rooms and
McDonald outlets. One in four lock cottages were painted in the turquoise V.N.F.
colours, the rest were in private hands with a boldly painted yellow stripe showing
where the V.N.F. quay stopped and their property began. Some cottages were
boarded up and I wondered what living there would be like. They seemed to be
miles from anywhere and perhaps, were not connected to mains water supply.

The Saturday that we left Vitry, we stopped early in the afternoon at
Pargny where there was a good quay with water and electricity and where a
middle-aged Belgian hippy had taken up residence. On Sunday, acting on advice
from the crew of “The Pride of Bute”, we stopped at Fains- les-Sources rather than
going further to Bar le Duc where according to them the jetties were right next to
the railway station and station announcements could be heard throughout the
night. The moorings at Fains were pretty and lay alongside gardens with
flowerbeds and mown grass where the local people took their Sunday walks.
There were also wooden benches for them to rest and I discovered a nearby
patisserie which sold wonderful almond and bilberry tarts. Unfortunately the
benches attracted the local youth who became very silly and giggly as the evening
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wore on and we became convinced that they were smoking cannabis. When we
switched off the T.V. at 11p.m. they promptly unplugged our electricity to the shore
and when Jimmy protested, one of them offered to sell him some cannabis and
then jumped on the roof of the boat causing one of the spotlights to fall from the
ceiling. We phoned the police but when they had not arrived by midnight we went
to bed. The hooligans had departed having seen us make our phone call. There
was one other disadvantage to Fains in that having chosen to stay there in order
to avoid the trains at Bar-le-Duc we found that the railway ran parallel to the canal
across from our mooring. The trains ran regularly all afternoon and evening. A
level crossing lay across the track and then to the bridge across the canal. In spite
of the bridge being closed for repairs the barriers and bells continued to work at
the approach of every train. By the time we were aware of all this, our student
team had left and would not return until the appointed time the following morning.

Monday July 8th

(Jimmy’s birthday) we
passed through Bar-le-
Duc where we saw
several moored boats. We
had to wait for lifting
bridges in the town and
also for our student who
disappeared into a V.N.F.
office.  She eventually
returned with a new
remote control but with no
explanation of when we
would use it. Just after
3 p.m. we tied up among
the water lilies at
Tronville. A short walk brought us into the village, which was bisected by a very
busy trunk road but the noise of the traffic didn’t reach the canal.   A hump-backed
bridge crossed the canal but was only used by small farm tractors that
disappeared up the hilly lane. On the opposite side of the canal someone had built
his caravan into the hillside and made himself a desirable country residence
complete with garage and patio. After dinner two “jeune filles” with the brother of
one came to “la table pour picnique”. We chatted with them about the weather in
winter and school and other important things. They had just learnt to send text
messages and our conversation was punctuated with the insistent ringing of silly
tunes.

On Tuesday we travelled to Naix-les-Forges where at lock 16 we said
“goodbye” to our team and began to use our new remote control. The automatic
locks had abandoned the dreaded perch which I had to push back to the count of
eight on the Canal des Ardennes in 2000 and we only had to point the control at
the amber light at the beginning and end of each lock. The “perches” were still in
place for the barges. As we rose in lock 15 we were greeted by an English voice.
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A lady with a bicycle had
been sent ahead to see why
the lock was not responding
to her skipper’s remote
control. So busy were we,
asking about the tunnel
through which they had
travelled that day that we
forgot to press the remote
control when leaving the
lock. Panic ensued but all
was well, they entered the
lock and we tied up by more
picnic tables. Later that
afternoon a V.N.F. man

visited to ask if we were all right and what our plans were for the following day.

Our departure for the last part of our journey uphill was delayed by a
thunderstorm and heavy rain, which continued all morning but by 13.15 the skies
were blue and the sun was shining again. The canal passed through dense
woodland and we motored over several small aqueducts with small mountain
streams tumbling underneath. At écluse no.4 we were dismayed to find two red
lights against us but a telephone call to the V.N.F. mobile number brought help
within minutes and we were on our way again.  At 17.00 we arrived at Demange
aux Eaux where we found a Danish boat already moored at the small jetty. Two
other boats arrived and all three set off early next morning. We intended travelling
through the Mauvages tunnel during the afternoon and so we walked to the village
of Demange after breakfast. We passed several large and expensive houses set
in well-manicured gardens but the village itself was very uninviting. We are used
to the French habit of keeping the shutters closed across their windows to keep
their houses cool but pavements in Demanges were non-existent and the one
small shop was poorly stocked, obviously the owners of the large houses shopped
elsewhere. We also saw a family of Moslems, the women completely covered, the
first we had seen in France, and I wondered if the authorities hid their refugees in
remote places, in the same way that French custom controls are reputed to be
miles from the coast in order to deter imports.

As we were untying from the jetty ready for the 13.00 hrs lock opening, a
Dutch boat appeared and so we would be having company for our journey through
the tunnel. The final lock was particularly deep and we needed help from the
éclusiers to make fast our ropes. I was amazed to see three barges waiting to
enter the lock from the other side because we had not seen any commercial traffic
all week. As we were the heavier of our two boats we persuaded the Dutchman
that it would be better if he let us go first but he later intimated that the French
chauffeurs were open to bribery and would, with the right inducement, allow us
both to travel through the tunnel without being towed. We both tied to the waiting
quay and, armed with a 4-pack, he went to talk with the French men. Of course we
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had no idea what was said but he returned to tell us that his boat was to tie up
immediately behind the tugboat and ours bring up the rear. Thus towlines were
deployed. Crossed lines ran from his narrow boarding platform to our bow and we
were given instructions from the chauffeur that we had to “sonner le klaxon” if we
had any trouble. WE ENTERED THE TUNNEL. The tugboat was powered by
electricity from wires along the tunnel roof similar to trolley buses and pulls itself
through the tunnel by means of a chain running under the water along the bottom
of the canal. The clanking, grinding noise was horrendous rendering speech
impossible. The tunnel was well lit by fluorescent lights and for the first 5 to 10
minutes everything ran smoothly but we then came to a part of the roof, which
appeared to have been reinforced. Great iron girders projected from the sides and
roof thus obscuring the lights and so increasing our apprehension and to add to
our fears there was a large baulk of timber running along the side of the tunnel to
fend off the barges, but for our boat, was at the wrong height. We were in constant
fear of our guard-rail and bow getting stuck behind a girder. I tried to fend off with
our big ball fender as the boat began to veer off course. Neither the bow screw nor
the tiller seemed to offer much assistance. Panic and strong language were the
result. Jimmy sounded the ship’s horn, the Dutchman did the same and the
chauffeur’s mate came running along the raised towpath. “Let go”, he shouted, we
did and for the remaining 4km. we travelled with our own motor without any
mishap and not always fast enough for the chauffeur.

AT 14.55 we emerged into the sunlight but there was to be no respite,
we now had to negotiate 12 locks before we tied up at Void. We soon developed a
system with the Dutchman who entered the locks first, zapped the entrance
detector so that the automatic mechanisms, which had an inbuilt delay, were set in
motion while we entered the lock and were tying-up. As we were now travelling
“downhill” tying up was quick and easy. At écluse no.10 a barge travelling in the
opposite direction delayed us.  Barges are very slow at entering and leaving the
locks. They also travel down the middle of the canal where there is more depth of
water. We were in fear of a collision because we had lowered our mast in
anticipation of low bridges and didn’t think the barge skipper could see us. I hastily
climbed to the roof and raised the mast with its waving flags so that we could be
seen. At écluse no. 12 we handed in our remote control and arrived at Void at
6 p.m. precisely.

It was fortunate that our Dutch companion intended to visit a restaurant
beyond Void because the small quay in front of the V.N.F. office, dominated by
two enormous grain silos, was fully occupied by an English narrow boat, painted
overall in battleship grey and a French hire boat flying the Stars and Stripes. We
hailed the narrow boat and asked if we could come alongside. Conversation was
brief because the skipper, a Black-Country man, was about to eat. Later that
evening he was fully occupied in raising a tall aerial on the roof of his boat and so
Jimmy, an amateur radio operator manqué, engaged him in conversation. Once
started, the “Brummie” was very loquacious with many pet topics of conversation,
ranging from his radio contacts, schizophrenic Dutchmen (very pleasant in the
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Netherlands and very
aggressive in France, with
which we were forced to
agree), and people who ran
loud generators and people
who would not make room
for narrow boats. He
regaled us with his stories
of how he dealt with these
pinpricks, details which
were later confirmed by
other English people we
met. Jimmy then decided to
pay his compliments to the
Transatlantic boat and I
suggested that it might be
“Bayleaf” and if so to give them Bruce’s regards. He did so, because it was! The
lugubrious Brit and the charming Americans left together the following morning in
the direction of the tunnel and we had the mooring to ourselves.

We reported to the friendly ladies in the V.N.F. office and said we would
be leaving the following morning and travelling north. For a fleeting moment we
thought we would once again enjoy a grandstand seat for the celebrations for
Bastille Day. The “artifices de feu” were to be ignited on the nearby footbridge but
unfortunately for us no mooring was to be allowed for reasons of safety and so
with nowhere else to go we decided to leave as already arranged.

Following our pleasant chat with the ladies, we crossed the footbridge
and walked into the small town of Void. It was in marked contrast with Demange
aux Eaux just the other side of the mountain. The streets had been recently paved
and decorated with seats and lampposts similar in style to many towns in Europe,
which have been “yuppyfied”. We shopped at the Spar minimarket and admired
the colonnaded entrance to the small castle where today cars were parked in the
welcome shade but where tomorrow there would no doubt be a bustling market.
We attempted to buy fresh meat at the butcher’s but, partially deterred by the
strange smelling marinade disguising the “dodgy” meat and partially by the
butcher’s undisguised wish to have no direct communication with foreigners (I
didn’t realise we were so obvious not having spoken a word) we beat a hasty
retreat. I returned to the Spar shop and bought two beef burgers from the cool
cabinet. The burgers were of 100% “pur boef charolais” and did not contain the
spices and cornflour of which the Dutch are so fond. I bought such burgers several
times during our travels through France and found them to be totally reliable.

In Demange aux Eaux and again in Void, we became aware of the
strange church clocks in this part of France (Lorraine). I was awakened by the
church clock striking seven times and five minutes later by its striking seven again.
This was followed by the church bell tolling the Angelus until 7.15 when the clock
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then chimed the quarter. The first occasion, at Demanges, I thought I was
imagining it but then it happened again at Void. Fortunately, at that time, I was
reading an Inspector Pell story by Mark Hebden in which Pell cursed such a clock
in a town he was visiting. The old clockmaker, no doubt encouraged by the pastor
and the mayor, was determined to rouse the peasants from their beds and send
them out into the fields in good time only allowing them an extra five minutes.

The day had become very hot and so I spent the afternoon reading in
the shade of a tree near the V.N.F. office. At about 6.30 p.m. I heard the
unmistakable sound of boats’ engines and very soon two Dutch boats came
downstream from the direction of the tunnel. The skippers were very sunburnt and
perspiring and couldn’t tie up fast enough to break open the cans of Heineken.
They bombarded us with questions. Had we come through the tunnel? Had we
received any damage? But not waiting for answers they proceeded to show us the
long scratches to the hull of one boat, the bent safety rail of the other and one
skipper bemoaned the loss of three fenders. They were united in their view that
the French are peasants and completely mad and uncaring.

The following morning the two Dutch boats left early while we departed
at 10, having first bought fresh lettuce and a baguette. When we reached écluse
no. 1 on the Canal de l’Est Branch Nord two Dutch boats (the same?) were
occupying the lock. There was no éclusier to be seen and so we dropped anchor
in the middle of the canal and I telephoned headquarters at Verdun. I stressed that
we had conformed with instructions and had booked the lock but that it was now
occupied by two boats “des Pays Bas”. It worked! An éclusier arrived immediately,
full of apologies, and saw us through the first three locks and a very nice young
lady was waiting at no. 4.
We arrived at no. 5 at
13.00 to find a long quay
with picnic tables and the
éclusier and his son
fishing. We told him that
we would be staying until
Monday morning. A
French yacht was a
permanent resident of
the quay and the owner
kindly offered to let us
share his electricity
supply. He also lent me
a beautifully illustrated
book about the fortified
churches of Lorraine. We
walked the 2 km. into the village of Eauville where the Bastille Day celebrations
were to be held but the deteriorating weather persuaded us to remain on board
that evening and listen to the bangs of the fireworks from a distance.
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It was at Eauville that we saw our first Red Kite soaring above the canal
and looking for prey. We saw many more on following days.

The poor weather of the weekend had not improved when we left
Eauville on the Monday morning (St. Swithen’s) to travel to Commercy. The canal
follows the valley of the very young River Meuse and human habitation keeps well
away from both so that all the time we were in a landscape of green meadows and
small woods. It was only a short journey to Commercy and we arrived mid-
morning and tied up at the long stone quay outside the Aldi supermarket. After
climbing the hill into the town we found that the weekly market was already being
packed away and other retailers closed. We then went on a long hike to the Match
supermarket, which we had passed on the canal to discover later that the Aldi was
a rather superior one with a good choice of wine and small portions of meat
suitable for the traveller who hasn’t a freezer on board. We resumed our journey
and arrived at Sampigny where we found a small quay, really a widening of the
canal, deep in the woods. Two Brit boats and a Dutch boat were already there but
to their amazement and with our superb boat handling we were able to fit in. The
Brits had sold their homes and were now off to the South of France. Foolhardy or
pioneers? Left on our own the following day, we decided to spend another night.
In beautiful sunshine we walked into the village, first crossing a level crossing
where an old diesel engine ran up and down a single track. We thought it an old
man’s hobby! There is a museum in the village in the house where Poincaré, a
famous French statesman, used to live. We returned to the boat for morning
coffee after chatting with the young woman in the boulangerie. Our idyll was
spoiled by the arrival of a dozen Friesian cows. Three times we attempted to drive
them back towards the village and the meadow but that day they preferred a diet
of blackberry leaves and other woodland shrubs. In despair I phoned the police
who passed me to the Gendarme de Mairie and I repeated my story. A deep, gruff
voice replied “D’accord” and the line went dead! In a very short while some men
arrived and collected the cows and drove them back over the canal bridge. After
lunch a grey mist descended and we were forced to listen to the cricket. About
5 p.m. a very large, new, steel boat arrived and occupied the space of four
bollards. Soon the skipper began to run his inboard generator and the exhaust
fumes poured into our forward cabin. Unfortunately these new large boats tend not
to have gas aboard and so have electric fridges and freezers and cook with
microwaves. The Italian/Dutch skipper and my volatile Yorkshire man were soon
exchanging words but eventually after about an hour the generator was switched
off “for me”.

It was still grey when we left Sampigny the following morning. Since
passing through lock no.5 there had been resident lockkeepers, mostly students,
working hard to open the lockgates, close paddles, open the downstream gates
and then wish us “Bon voyage” or “Bonne journeé”. We were now on the River
Meuse and would remain so all the way back to the Netherlands apart from those
places where it was not navigable and then we would be on a bypass canal. At
midday we arrived at the town of St. Mihiel. The mooring there is a floating jetty,
about 100 meters long and just downstream of a road bridge. There were two
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vacant moorings but
one was next to the
bridge. We didn’t know
whether the bridge was
used infrequently by a
farm tractor or every
minute by a heavily
laden articulated lorry.
We took the third place
along! Our nearest
neighbours were a
German couple whose
holiday was nearly over
and who were now
travelling upstream to
their home. After lunch
we walked into the

town to explore its facilities. Unfortunately the town centre is bisected by a very
busy trunk road and we had to be very careful while walking on the narrow
pavements. This road, like the canal, follows the river valley and where it is narrow
the three forms of transport lie very close to each other. On our journey through
Lorraine we often came across it. We found the tourist office, which was housed in
an art gallery and were given some useful leaflets. We also took the opportunity to
tell the young lady official that our national flag, which was flying with other
European flags along the river promenade, was hoisted upside down. She nodded
and smiled but did not seem to appreciate the enormity of what we were trying to
tell her. The state of the Union flag became a matter of concern to us for the rest
of our holiday, so much so that we became convinced that the French were trying
to insult us as a nation. We thought that on our return home we might have to
write to our European Member of Parliament! We also found that afternoon, oh
great joy-lode, a laverie, and so I determined to take my laundry there early the
following day.

The usual ornamental flowerbeds, provided by municipal gardeners, had
been replaced in St. Mihiel by “meadows” of wild flowers. We sat on deck and
admired a rainbow palette of poppies, cornflowers, camomile daisies, scabious,
foxgloves, etc. etc.. Imagine our horror when, that evening, three ladies of east
European appearance came and carefully selected flowers not yet in full bloom
and with long stems and carried them away.

We were at the laverie at 9 a.m. the following morning and set in motion
two washing machines. Jimmy returned to the boat having bought an English
newspaper. I shopped and then returned to the laverie with a book to await the
drying of the washing. By then most of the machines were being used and I was
able to assist a young Dutch lady by translating the instructions for her. She was
holidaying at a campsite nearby. Returning to the boat I was just in time to watch a
snake swim across the river. By lunchtime there were only three boats left on the
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long jetty but it filled up during the afternoon and by evening some boats were
moored two abreast.

Our new neighbours were a Dutch couple who lived on a houseboat on
the river Zaan. Although we have passed many, many houseboats in the
Netherlands, this was the first time we had spoken to any one living on one. Their
home on the Zaan lies among the rescued and rebuilt windmills and is
overwhelmed by the all-pervading smell of chocolate. The skipper was a radio
amateur and soon he and Jimmy were in deep conversation. Like most moorings
on the river Meuse, the jetty at St. Mihiel was provided with electricity and drinking
water and the temptation was strong to spend several days there but we had
decided not to spend longer than three nights anywhere except for when Robert
came to join us further down river.

On Saturday
we travelled further,
accompanied by the
couple from Zaan, until
we came to La Croix
sur Meuse. We were
back on the Canal de
L’Est and the moorings
were at an old barge
quay in a widening of
the canal and wooden
jetties had been placed
against the sloping
sides to make it easier
for pleasure boats to
moor. La Croix was a
small village but there
was room by the moorings to park campervans and cars and two boats
entertained visitors that weekend. It was here that we decided to look for a similar
place near Verdun where Robert could visit us and park his car near the boat
instead of on a public car park some distance away. We cycled across the canal
and through the broad flat Meuse valley and up the steep hill to Bannoncourt. The
shallow stony river winds across the valley but the many arched bridges indicated
that the whole valley could become flooded very quickly.

It was already very hot and sunny when we left La Croix on Monday
morning. Our Dutch companions had left on Sunday after warning us that Verdun
was very noisy and crowded at the weekend and that he intended passing straight
through and finding somewhere further on. We reached the lock at Dieu at midday
and joined a queue of boats waiting to pass through the lock. At the quay on our
starboard side were two converted barges obviously there for the summer but we
saw a gap between them, which we thought would be just room enough for us
and, waiting to take our ropes, was a smiling Dutchman. We were grateful
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because the canal side was at a 45º slope and deploying fenders was difficult as
also was jumping off the boat. With the welcome help of the retired Dutch baker
we were soon safe and running out our electric cable to the nearest electricity
point. The large converted barge ahead of us was owned by a French couple from
Metz. This was obviously their summer residence. They were permanently
plumbed into the water point and had dug a trench across the quay to bury their
electric cable and water pipe. Behind us was a barge, possibly a Humber keel,
registered in Glasgow with an English registered car parked alongside. The couple
aboard, scraping, painting and sawing, in the oppressive heat were very dour
although only the man was a Scot. The lady eventually thawed out and became
quite talkative. The Dutch baker later imparted invaluable information regarding
the location of the supermarket and the best boulangerie. By the lock there was a
Tabac which sold large bottles of gas. We were about 10kms. from Verdun and,
consulting our very old Shell map, we saw that Robert would have no difficulty in
finding us and so we decided to stay.

Before phoning Robert that evening we explored by bicycle to see if he
could leave the motorway a little further along the valley but there were only
arrangements for joining the motorway and travelling east, not for leaving it. We
confirmed this with a highway engineer who was taking a siesta in the cab of his
lorry but kindly consulted his much more recent map. The ride to the intersection
had been quite hazardous. There were of course no cycle paths as in the
Netherlands. The road was being resurfaced and so workmen were operating
traffic lights. Lorries either crawled past or roared away as they left the hold–up.
Finding that Robert could not join us from this direction, we then rode through the
village to the busy road on the other side so that we could give him some useful
landmarks when we phoned him.

The following morning the Dutch baker left and so we moved to his place
at the end of the quay and the other end of the Glasgow boat. Tucked into the
corner, we would be less likely to have boats “using us a fender” while they waited
for the lock. During the
next three days we found
the “best boulangerie” and
the fromagerie, where we
bought an excellent
cheese produced locally.
We changed the gas,
found the supermarket
and I had my hair cut and
washed at Salon Daniel.
The weather cooled, we
even had a little rain and I
was worried that Robert
would make the long
journey to find bad
weather.
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Robert arrived safely at 8.30p.m.on Thursday.

While clearing away the breakfast on Friday morning I heard the Klaxon
of the baker’s van and ran to buy a baguette for lunch. Soon we were in Robert’s
car driving to Verdun. I think he was quite impressed when we told him that we
had cycled up the busy road on reconnaissance at the beginning of the week. Just
outside the village of Dieu is a small military cemetery, the ranks of wooden
crosses reminding us that the whole of the Meuse and Marne valleys were a battle
front from 1914 to 1918. During our stay in St. Mihiel we had learned that the town
had been captured by the Germans and the river blocked so that supplies could
not be taken downstream to Verdun. Bar le Duc, where we had so carefully
avoided the mooring because of the noise of the trains, was the nearest that
supply trains could reach and so all supplies and ammunition were reloaded onto
mules and taken along “Le Voie Sacré” into Verdun, passing carts taking the
wounded in the opposite direction.

We parked the car in a very large municipal car park quite close to the
Tourist Office where we bought a guide and acquired various useful leaflets. Our
next port of call was the Banque de France, a veritable temple to money, where
we exchanged our defunct Franc notes for the new Euro notes. We then walked
round the weekly market and went into the enormous covered market where we
bought beautiful cherries and also individual quiches from a nearby patisserie.
After lunch Robert drove us to the battlefields.  We had read our pamphlets and
knew about the villages, which had been obliterated. One lost village was now the
site of the museum. The whole area has now been taken over by forest but the
uneven ground reveals where the shells had landed and the trenches had been
dug. Whether it was the quiet part of a very pleasant summer’s day or not, I heard
no birdsong, just an all-pervading silence. We visited the museum and then the
Ossuary, where the bones of the unnamed dead are kept. From the terrace of the
Ossuary we looked out to the rows and rows of wooden crosses.

Saturday promised to be hot and so we drove early into Verdun so that
Robert could take photographs and then we visited the enormous Leclerc
supermarket. I bought food while my men exclaimed at the cheapness of the
Stella Artois and the wonderful variety of wines. Jimmy tried to buy a set of boules
but strangely there weren’t any and he was advised to visit the Cora supermarket.
Fortunately we knew where that was, having passed it on the way into the town.
We spent the afternoon seeking shade and about 5 o’clock played boules. There
were no instructions inside our set and so we played to Yorkshire rules, getting
used to the weight of them and attempting to exert backspin, in-swingers or off-
breaks, all very keen stuff! We were enjoying a quiet drink of coffee on deck after
dinner when we were hailed by an English voice. It was Dave Pinchbeck whom we
had last met as harbourmaster at Grimsby yacht harbour, where we had moored
Katy Vee years before. He now had a very large boat, which he was taking
through the French canals to the Mediterranean and intended being in Greek
waters in time for the 2004 Olympic Games. What a small world!
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On Sunday I took Robert into the village for our baguette and showed
him the elaborate church and the Mairie. On our return we found a group of
spectators on the canal bank. The Sappers and Pompiers had arrived. Two
barges were in the middle of the canal, the leading one with something round his
propeller. The Plongeurs were sent for and eventually, with the aid of hacksaws
and bolt cutters, a large coil of builders’ wire was brought to the surface. After a
delay of about two hours, the péniches were on their way again. We spent the
afternoon chasing shade once more and perfecting our boules technique while
Robert declared that Iceland might be a preferable place for a holiday in future.

From our
visits to Verdun by car
we knew that the
moorings in the middle
of the town were very
busy and so at
9 a.m.on Monday
morning we were
entering the écluse at
Dieu with Robert
photographing us from
the road bridge. At ten
minutes before noon
we squeezed into the
last available place on
the port hand quay at
Verdun. Behind us lay

a converted péniche whose French owner seemed to be working in the city, such
were the hours of his leaving and returning, and in front lay “Kemphaan” which
had moored behind us at Dieu so that their Jack Russell could reach the shore.
We stayed until Thursday experiencing, at first, very hot weather then a welcome
thunderstorm followed by grey clouds and drizzle on Wednesday. We walked up
the hill to the Leclerc because we had found the Monoprix in the town centre very
limited. On Wednesday evening the electricity failed. Our French neighbour
blamed the large Dutch boats with their freezers and microwaves. No one
expected the power to be restored until the following morning but a new American
neighbour seemed to effect a miracle by telephone because by 9.30 we were all
“back in business “ again. One evening we had a long conversation with a
Frenchman whose son was collecting Euro coins from as many different countries
as possible and thought we might have an Irish Euro cent. Unhappily we hadn’t
but his Dad and Jimmy and I discussed European politicians, the state of the
world, etc. etc..

AUGUST

At 9a.m. on August 1st it was already warm and sunny as we travelled
downstream from Verdun and at our first écluse caught up with “Shamrock”, whom
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we had first met at St.
Mihiel and whose path we
frequently crossed. We
were only on nodding
terms and so were not
surprised when she sped
away from the écluse and
arriving at the next, failed
to tell the éclusier that we
were close behind. He had
already closed one gate,
manually, when he saw us
coming and had to start
unwinding again.
“Shamrock”, and another
Dutch boat, which had
overtaken us, tried the same procedure at the next écluse but the éclusier had
seen us and waited. We reached the small quay at Consenvoye just before 1 p.m.
“ Shamrock” taking the first available place.  By going further along the narrow
channel towards the weir, we found that we were much further from the two large
silos. The tinkling waters of the weir masked the steady hum of their extractor
fans. There were wooden picnic tables on the grassy bank and the parking spaces
for cars were surrounded on three sides by high dense hedges to give the cars
maximum shade. The following lunchtime a Belgian couple arrived and, spreading
a snowy cloth on the table, unpacked plates and glasses from the car and set out
a regal picnic. What a contrast to English plastic cups and people drinking from
their cans of lager! The Auberge by the bridge was the depot du pain and we
ordered a baguette for the following morning. The midweek thunderstorms had
brought a temporary halt to the harvest and so very few lorries were using the
weighbridge by the silos.

The écluse at Consenvoye was of the type which travellers to France
had warned us. It had sides sloping into the water, which made tying up
impossible. We had met such locks in Champagne in 2000 but the V.N.F. had
provided them with floating jetties inside the lock chamber and thus, passage was
simple. We spent a lazy afternoon sitting by this lock watching the various
techniques of the skippers passing through. There didn’t seem to be a trouble free
way.

Saturday August 3rd. By judicious use of boat hooks and pulling of ropes,
we managed to pass through the lock at Consenvoye without mishap. We were on
a straight stretch of canal between two locks, and I was at the tiller, when I was
suddenly aware that we had a stowaway on board, a mouse. It ran round and
round the cockpit, trying to scale the precipitous and slippery sides. Eventually,
Jimmy appeared in the cockpit, after shaving, and I told him to bring a heavy shoe.
By now the visitor had disappeared into the air-intake grill of the Eberspächer
heater and so Jimmy disappeared below to stick Gaffer tape over the heater outlet
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grills, which we knew from past experience, was how mice gained access to our
living quarters. We changed our turns at the tiller and I began to bait the traps.
Suddenly, the mouse reappeared and with one swift blow I stunned it and quickly
despatched it to a watery grave. We may seem a heartless pair but an earlier
intruder had wreaked havoc to the insulation at the back of our fridge and, at night,
we could hear it gnawing at the insulation above our heads. Mice should not be
encouraged!

 The jetty at Dun sur
Meuse was full when we arrived
and so we had to moor outside a
Dutch boat. We were once again
on a wide stretch of the river but
far enough away from the town
so that we were not disturbed by
the noise of traffic on the trunk
road that ran through the middle
of it. We were able to walk into
the town on the towpath and
past some very pretty cottages,
which had been built alongside
the stream that ran from the
weir. A French-owned converted

péniche was moored at the downstream end of the jetty and the tomato plants and
herbs, growing in pots on the foredeck, advertised the fact that this was their
summer mooring. The crew was therefore very cross when an equally large
converted Dutch barge tried to moor alongside. There were moorings for large
boats, longer than 12metres, just below the lock but of course not equipped with
free electricity and water.

Although it was only
the beginning of August there
was already an autumnal
smell in the air. Perhaps this
was because we were
surrounded by hills and so it
was no surprise that when we
woke the following morning, it
was very foggy. We left Dun
at 8.30 and made our way
very slowly downstream but
soon we passed through a
flood lock onto the canal and
visibility improved steadily.
We reached the ancient garrison town of Stenay by mid morning and, having
passed through the lock, found the moorings on an arm of the river leading from
the weir. Before reaching the lock, we had passed a small hydroelectric power
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station. There had been one in a similar position on the river at Dun and many
more along the banks of the Meuse. They all seemed to be in good order and so
contributing to France’s economy. We discovered that as well as moorings for
boats Stenay also provided facilities for campervans and caravans and we all
reported to the same harbour office. Having paid their dues, the campers crossed
the bridge onto a large grassy island, shaded by tall mature trees and close to the
boulerdrome

As we were eating lunch, we were informed by neighbours that the
ladies’ Tour de France was passing through Stenay and so we joined the crowds
on the bridge to cheer the riders. Rain began to fall soon after our return to the
boat and our neighbour, folding away his deckchairs, informed me that the
weather was “un catastrophe climatique”. The following day, after exploring the
amenities of the town, we could not resist the lure of the boulerdrome. It seems a
French convention to play Boules in the afternoon, probably after a convivial lunch
followed by a welcome siesta, and soon there were lots of people, mostly men,
playing. I had been under the impression that it was only a game for men until I
saw a lady winning handsomely in the park in Challons.

Our third morning at Stenay was cool and grey and so we decided to
visit the beer museum. Stenay beer is dark like Guiness, indeed there were
Guiness advertisements on display. We spent most of the morning there, learning
the history of brewing and its importance to the local economy. We declined the
opportunity of sampling the Stenay brew in the tiny bar thinking it was a rather
heavy lunchtime drink. By now the sun was shining and we spent the afternoon
reading before visiting the boulerdrome at 5p.m.

By 9 o’clock
Friday morning we were
once again underway
and two écluses later
arrived at Alma. Here
there was a small stone
quay at the side of the
canal miles from
anywhere. We had not
stopped at such a place
since Sampigny. There
were no facilities, not
even a tap, and so was
of no interest to large
boats. Far in the
distance we could hear
the faint sound of a
tractor as a farmer began his autumn ploughing and, across the canal, a herd of
curious Charolais came to stare at us. At about 7.30 a small hire boat from Stenay
joined us. There were three generations of one family aboard and I helped them to
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tie up. The children were very young and soon asleep and we all spent a very
quiet night.

The lock at Alma took us once again onto the river and after an hour we
reached the historic town of Muzon. Yet again the yacht moorings were on a
backwater to the weir and we were undisturbed by passing traffic. Muzon is on an
island between two arms of the river and was originally the site of a large abbey. It
then became fortified against invaders from the Northeast and parts of the
defensive walls still exist together with the fortified gateway, which protected the
river crossing. When we arrived our only neighbour was a Belgian who had moved
his boat to the water tap and had gone aground. We helped pull his boat to the
bank and then he asked us if we had stayed at Dun sur Meuse. He then
proceeded to tell us of a Dutchman who had tried to tie alongside the resident
Frenchman living in his converted barge. An altercation had ensued which caused
the Dutchman to have a fatal heart attack!

On Saturday
afternoon we visited the
felt museum and learned
that the family that had
built the felt factory in the
nineteenth century had
been instrumental in
developing the mediaeval
town into a manufacturing
centre. The mill owners
had been philanthropists
and had invested much
money in the town, paving
the streets, providing a
public park and many
other amenities. In the
early twentieth century,

one member had been an aviation pioneer. On Sunday evening we attended an
organ recital in the Abbey. The organist was the second organist from the city of
Rome and he gave a varied programme on the very old and splendid instrument.

We had the mooring to ourselves on Monday morning. At midday a
converted péniche arrived but finding that Muzon charged more for large boats to
stay, they left. There was panic when they realised they had left their dog behind!
We visited the “Shoppi” to replenish our stores and then set off to Sedan. We were
now on familiar territory, having stayed here in 2000. Our arrival coincided with the
Patronal festival and there was a travelling fair in the main street, market stalls
and crowds of people. The area round the fortress/castle of Sedan, which two
years before had resembled a builder’s yard was now beautifully paved and laid
out with flowerbeds. We visited the tourist office at the entrance to the castle and
chatted to a lady with a very strange accent and discovered that she had left
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Scarborough thirty years before to marry a Frenchman.

Having decided to visit the castle properly the following day, we returned
to the boat. At about 6 p.m. a bearded Dane arrived on a bicycle and said his boat
had gone aground below the next lock. We directed him to “Samantha”, a large
Dutch boat with a more powerful engine than we had but promised to help if the
Dutchman was not aboard. We watched “Samantha” depart and later return,
mission accomplished. By this time the police had arrived on the far bank and with
the aid of our binoculars we could see a body lying on the grass. An ambulance
then arrived and after half an hour both vehicles left. All this action had taken
place on the other side of the river where the big boats moored for free, not in the
municipal harbour where we were. I didn’t think our “fat controller” would permit
bodies! Shortly after this, a hire boat from Stenay arrived. There were two young
men aboard and a young lady and they had water in their engine room. While they
waited for someone from the hire company to come and pump them out, they
decided to take the opportunity of filling their fresh water tank but discovered that
they didn’t have the right adaptor for the taps on the jetty. Jimmy obliged and they
showed their gratitude by giving him a large bottle of Stenay beer.

On Wednesday morning we visited the large fortress of Sedan. We were
given an English taped commentary and were able to explore at our own pace and
learn about the long history of Sedan. When we emerged from the castle at
lunchtime it was very hot and we were glad to return to the yacht harbour and sit
in the shade of the trees and read. For most of the afternoon we had the harbour
to ourselves and then “Chantilly” arrived. She was a small (3.5m.) steam launch
with a pretty sun canopy. The owner was English and his wife was French and
they tow “Chantilly” to France each summer and launch her on a different part of
the canal system and explore for two weeks. They cannot manage for any longer
because they are limited by the amount of fuel they can carry. The engine was a
picture of burnished brass.

Thursday August 15th was the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary
and so all the shops were closed apart from the bakers. It was another scorching
day. During the afternoon a narrow boat from Strawberry Island, near Doncaster,
came into the harbour. The boat had spent the winter in France and the crew was
interested to learn from us about staying in the Netherlands. They had booked a
place at Pont-a-Bar because their diesel tank needed pumping out. A dreadful
2 km. trip on the upper part of the Rhine had caused their diesel fuel to be mixed
with sediment, which was now causing them problems with their engine. That
morning an American lady had given me a bag of books and so, having picked
them over, I passed them on to the lady from Doncaster. Her son and grandson
were on holiday with her and her husband and she knew all three men would
appreciate the books by John Grisham et al. It was already very hot when we left
Sedan early on Friday morning.
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We arrived at Charleville Mezziers at 12.45 p.m. having negotiated 6
locks. The riverside moorings were already full and so we tied up outside a Brit
boat. Someone, weeks before, had told me that a new marina had been built at
Charleville and so we set off, on foot, to find it. Further up the river, nearer the
weir, in a large excavated basin, is the new marina. There is a low footbridge over
the entrance, which limits
very big boats, and so we
decided to move there. It was
only after several moves that
we found a place to suit us
where we received shade
from the trees. A large
swimming pool and a
restaurant were still not
completed but a “frituur” van
had parked nearby and so we
ate chips the following
evening. While drinking our
coffee in the cockpit that
Friday evening, we were
accosted by name and, looking up, saw Wim, our companion for over two weeks
in 2000. Nell was still aboard and so I sped round the marina to fetch her and we
sat under the stars, drinking and talking until past midnight.

The new marina was quite expensive and so we limited our stay to two
nights. Wim did likewise and had already left when I awoke. We switched on the
engine at 8.50 a.m. and arrived at Bogny at 11.45. There were two French boats
“For Sale” and permanently moored at one end of the jetty and a Dutchman from
the Briellsemeer, at the other but there was just enough room for us. The weather
continued to be extraordinarily hot and we found respite by sitting on the
pavement in the shade of the cherry trees. Unfortunately the gangplank from the
jetty to the pavement is very steep and slippery and it took an effort of will to make

the journey from the boat to
the shade, carrying a book
and a folding chair.

Much to our
dismay, the small
supermarket was closed on
Monday (it would have been
open on Sunday morning)
but I remembered a
boulangerie at the far end of
the bridge across the river.
That was closed as well but
a young man in a car, also
seeking bread, saw a baker’s
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van further up the road and asked the driver to wait for us. The hot weather came
to an explosive end with a thunderstorm on Tuesday afternoon. Passing boats
saw our small jetty as a good place to stay and by evening there were eight boats
moored there. Those on the outside were Danish yachts and one of the crew
serenaded us, during the evening, singing and accompanying himself on the
accordion. On Wednesday it rained for most of the day and low clouds covered
the hills like the “Trollenberg Terror”

With an improvement in the weather we left Bogny and travelled
downstream through the wood clothed hills of the Ardennes to the village of
Laifour. We were delighted to find the small stone quay empty except for a large
French boat at one end. We decided to tie up at the other end, overlapping the
grassy bank so as to leave as much room as possible in the middle. During the
afternoon more boats arrived until the quay was full and we were packed like
sardines.

The people of the Netherlands pride themselves on their democracy,
their bourgeois monarchy and their tolerance of everyone else’s religious beliefs
and way of living but unfortunately, in spite of their doctrine of equality, they have
a very unhealthy respect for wealth and the trappings of wealth. These traits were
demonstrated in the late afternoon of August 22nd.  As we sat aboard, we heard
the unmistakable sound of bow screws being deployed, and looking up, saw a
very large, very new 16m. “gin palace” coming parallel to the quay but standing off
by about 5m. All the other boat owners were busy adjusting warps, trying to fit
themselves into an even smaller space and then one skipper asked if we too could
move forward so that the newcomer could lay his stern against the quay. The bow
would be held in by spikes driven into the grass. So it was that our view was now
the 3m. high stern of “Gunter”, a boat we were to meet several times during the
coming days. The skipper’s “trophy wife” then went ashore carrying glasses and a
bottle of wine and inviting people to join her. Unlike other first mates she was
smartly dressed in a tailored trouser suit, was wearing several gold bangles and
her well cared-for hands were adorned with long purple nails. Influenced by the
advertisement for the Renault Meganne we thereafter referred to her as “Her with
the nails”.

Later that evening the teenaged harbour mistress gave us all a book
about Laifour with the compliments of the Mayor.

The following day after repeating our walk of 2000, down river, along the
far bank and then crossing the river by the narrow footpath on the railway bridge,
we fetched our set of Boules from the boat and played in the special park at the
side of the railway halt. From my reading of the Mayor’s book I had discovered
that the boulerdrome was the site of a factory, which had been demolished, in the
early 1990’s. There had once been two factories in Laifour but now all
manufacturing had ceased and the town relied on holiday visitors for income.
Another boating couple was also playing Pétanque, the man wearing a headscarf,
pirate fashion, to protect his already sunburnt pate.
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The shopping in Laifour is quite basic and so, in spite of the rain on
Saturday morning, we felt we must carry on to Revin where we knew there was a
very good supermarket close to the yacht harbour. We stayed in Revin for the
weekend. The weather was showery but still very warm and each morning boats
left the long quay but by evening the harbour was full again.

We, in our turn,
left on Tuesday morning
travelling in low cloud and
mist. Halfway between the
2nd and 3rd locks we were
assailed by a tremendous
thunderstorm. At such
times there is a moment of
panic, how to escape the
elements but as the rain
pours down and the
thunder and wind increase
we just have to carry on.
Happily the lock gates were
open and so, having tied
ourselves to bollards, we

retreated inside the boat to drink coffee. The young lock keeper looked down from
his window and waved but made no move to set the lock gates in motion. I
wondered if there were special V.N.F. rules not to work the lock during a
thunderstorm in case there was a power failure. After about 15 minutes, “Papillon”,
one of our companions from Revin, joined us in the lock. After a further wait the
storm passed over and we were both able to continue our journey. Of course on
such a morning no one had left Fumay and there was just one small gap on the
quay. “Papillon” tied up first and then, taking our bow and stern lines, gently pulled
us sideways into the remaining space. When the rain stopped we asked them to
help us again because we needed to turn round to receive a better signal for our
satellite T.V. A solitary tree was in the line of sight of the satellite dish, which
stands, when we are not underway, in the bow.

The storm and rain continued for most of that day and the following night
and the market, which on Wednesdays is set on the quay, had very few visitors.
Later on Wednesday afternoon the sun appeared and it became pleasantly warm
and so, according to our new custom, we went to play Pétanque on the boulevard.
There are two pitches in Fumay, we occupied one and four, very noisy, French
people were playing on the other. Much to our surprise and delight we were
invited to join them. I explained that we didn’t know the rules but that didn’t seem
to matter. Réné, an octogenarian, was our captain and a flamboyant man in a
white cap and a risqué T-shirt, captained the opposing team. It was wonderful, not
least the impeccable good manners -------- “après vous, Madam,”  “c’est votre
Mari, Madam”.
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Fumay was yet another place where the Union Flag was hoisted upside
down. We didn’t think that writing to Tony Blair would achieve anything and so,
ever hopeful, we set off for the Tourist Office. The young lady at the reception
desk was very sympathetic and dialled the Mayor’s office where the secretary
spoke good English. Explanations were made again and she seemed suitably
impressed especially when we explained that a reversed flag was a cry for help
while at sea. We returned to the boat and had hardly made ourselves comfortable
in the cockpit when an orange lorry with an hydraulic chair on the back, normally
used for cleaning street lamps, arrived along with two workmen dressed in blue
overalls. With very little fuss the jacklegs of the lorry were run out, a man was
raised to the height of the flag and, with a puzzled frown, he re-hung the flag the
right way up. When he descended and prepared the lorry for driving away, I
thanked him and his mate and hands were heartily shaken. Bravo les bleus!

With only one
lock to pass through and
45 mins. motoring we
reached, on the starboard
side, the long jetty at
Haybes. There were
several electric pleasure
boats moored at one end
and the corporation
gardeners were mowing
the grass but with no other
visitors the place looked
inviting. The bollards were
set high on the bank and
were undoubtedly meant
for bigger boats but we
deployed our shackles and tied to the horizontal baulk of timber close to the water.
The main street of the village was parallel to the river and was reached by a steep
street. The buildings were modern in contrast with Fumay and behind the
imposing Mairie was the police station where the policemen played Boules in the
car park during their lunch hour. The mooring lay close to a road bridge over the
river but fortunately the traffic was fairly light. On the far bank of the river there is a
busy railway line situated on the narrow piece of land between the river and the
mountains. There was a railway halt at the end of the road bridge and the only
disturbance we had was from one particular train with squealing brakes. Boats
passed by, mainly heading north, but no one joined us.

It was very foggy when we woke the following morning but by the time
we had breakfasted it was clearing and promising to be sunny. We soon covered
the short distance to Vireux-Wallerand and met once again the Danish boat, “ Blue
Star”. We had passed a very wet weekend with her crew in the middle of Gouda
the previous September. The high street in Vireux is a short distance from the
boat and on Sunday morning I walked to the Boulangerie. Buying bread on a
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Sunday seems to
be the preserve of
the French male
who carry home
arms’ full of
baguettes and
boxes of gateaux.
While I waited for
my turn to be
served the baker
walked from the
back of the shop
carrying a tray of
freshly made
chocolate éclairs. I
could not resist
them and carried
them back to the

boat for an after dinner treat. Unhappily the filling spoilt my treat. Expecting cream
as in England, I found cloying confectioners’ chocolate custard.

Monday, 2nd  September we began the last stage of our journey in
France as we travelled downstream to Givet, passing the limestone quarries and
the great fortress at Givet where the French S.A.S. have their headquarters. We
found a good place on one of the floating jetties, paid the harbour master and then
crossed the bridge into the town. Returning with our shopping, we met the skipper
of Gunter and “Her with the nails” at the entrance to the harbour. They had
managed to occupy the whole length of a jetty.

We stayed
two nights at Givet,
enjoying beautiful
autumn weather and
playing Boules in the
park close to the
harbour. We left on
Wednesday and had
crossed the border into
Belgium by 10.00 hrs.
We stopped at the
former customs quay to
buy red diesel; we had
not bought any since
Chauny. While Jimmy
was paying I bought a
loaf and paid the equivalent of £1.51! The stretch of river between the border and
Dinant is as beautiful as anywhere we have been. We decided to go through the
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lock into the city. Wherever one stays in Dinant it is impossible to escape the
sound of trains and we headed for the jetty beneath a block of flats where we had
stayed before. There had been a delay at the lock, which had given Gunter time to
catch up with us. His lock technique was quite unique and against all Belgian
rules. Instead of tying to the bollards and switching off the engine, he kept the
engine on tick-over and gave quick bursts to both his bow and stern screws. He
left the lock before us and made a bee-line for “our” mooring by the flats. In the
event we were grateful because the jetty had disappeared and it was necessary to
tie to the iron railings along the boulevard. With Gunter’s high deck it was easy for
his first mate to step ashore and make the boat fast and then she kindly came and
took my ropes, passing them round the railings and back to me. We have a theory
that it always rains in Dinant but on this occasion the sun was shining and so we
strolled down the prom to see if the moorings at the other side of the bridge were
in an equally poor state. As we stood on the bridge we heard the first rumble of
thunder. We dashed for the great entrance of the cathedral and sheltered in the
beautiful, carved stone porch. As we say in Yorkshire the rain came like stair rods
and even in the furthest corners of the porch our feet were getting wet. Suddenly
the heavy oak door of the porch was opened and a party of pensioners appeared.
What consternation, what rain, the ladies were wearing floral dresses. One
gentleman had an umbrella and so, two by two, he escorted the ladies to the
nearby teashop, gallantly stepping in the puddles so that they could avoid them.
Sir Walter Raleigh could not have done better! At last we decided to make a run
for it, keeping to the drier side of the street. We passed a fruit shop where we
bought some limes for our G and T’s when we reached the boat. It always rains in
Dinant.

It was grey and
misty the following morning
when we left Dinant and
headed downstream to La
Riviere. There are no
facilities at La Riviere for the
travelling yacht and we had
to tie to the railings on the
edge of the quay but the
spectacular scenery and the
silence more than
compensate for the lack of
electricity. Here the river is
wide and deep and the
mountains rise steeply from
the opposite bank. The

railway line emerges from a tunnel to run along the narrow shore and then
disappears just as suddenly into another tunnel. The distant trains are like a
child’s plaything and their noise barely reaches across the expanse of water. The
skies had cleared by the time we arrived and soon afterwards we heard another
boat approaching the nearby lock. It was “Peke” with Dave and Penny aboard. We
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had last seen them at the beginning of July at Vitry. While the men stayed aboard
to discuss the eccentricities of “Peke’s” engine, Penny and I walked along the river
path with Bucky, their lively 10-month-old Airedale terrier.

We left together early the following morning. Dave had an appointment
with a diesel tanker in Namur and we intended travelling all day to cover as much
distance as possible. We hoped to visit them at their home harbour of St. Job later
in the month. We were delayed in the lock for at least half an hour because
something was preventing the lock gate from shutting and the divers had been
summoned. Eventually the obstruction was removed. It was a glass fibre canoe.
While we had been waiting a fleet of boats had caught up with us including, of
course, “Gunter”. As the very large boat entered the lock, several skippers left
their boats to take the mooring lines from “Gunter’s” mate and make the boat
secure. It is essential in Wallonia for a member of the crew to take the vignette to
the lock keeper for him to stamp. “Gunter’s” mate stepped ashore and ran round
the lock with her vignette and up the dozen or more steps to the keeper’s office.
On her return she was instructed by her skipper to let go her lines and we were all
given a display of his skill in deploying his bow and stern engines! What a fool!

We made good
progress down the Meuse
with no more hold ups.
We eventually arrived at
the speedboat club at
Corphalie at 5 o’clock.
There was another
travelling boat already
there but it was moored
very near the entrance
and so we squeezed past
and lay before her to
avoid disturbance from
the wash of passing
barges. We were tied to
bollards set into a high
stone wall, which protected the harbour from the river. It was difficult to leave the
boat, our neighbours were near the only steps, but it wasn’t really necessary, we
had all we needed, it was a sunny evening and we were snug.

There was some sort of stoppage on the Meuse which affected the
commercial traffic but not us, and so we quickly passed through the last big lock
and set our face north passing the steelworks, coal loading quays, limestone
quarries and all their attendant industries and dirt. We had already decided to
pass Liége. Our destination was the narrow inlet further along, the Coronmeuse,
which we had discovered on a previous holiday. A low bridge prevents big boats
from entering and we were also careful of the depth, but we quickly found room on
a high quay on our port hand. On inspection we found that this was another
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speedboat club, the boats were all on trailers, the season being at an end. There
was a high security fence all round and so we would not be disturbed during the
night. We were far enough up the small canal so that passing barges could not
disturb us and we sat in the cockpit watching the people playing tennis on the
courts across the canal. After a quiet night and in sunny weather, we left the small
canal to make our Sunday journey on the Albert Canal. The concrete sides of the
Albert Canal make it a very uncomfortable stretch of water for small boats which
are constantly rocked about by the wash from barges and the waves which
bounce from the concrete hitting a small boat again and again. The Belgium
authorities, however, forbid the use of the canal by commercial traffic on Sundays
and the big locks do not work and so we hoped for a quiet passage. Apart from
some early risers on speedboats it was very quiet. We passed the big locks at
Lanaye, where there were some yachts waiting to go to Maastricht but we carried
on. At this point the canal passes through a man-made gorge with high limestone
cliffs rising from the water. At intervals there are caves in the rock, which may
have been gun emplacements, and there are road bridges across the gorge which
are so high that the cars on them seem like models. By this time on that Sunday
morning the path at the side of the canal was busy with cyclists riding two by two
in their club colours or couples riding at a more sedate pace. Towards mid-day we
left the Albert Canal and followed a smaller canal towards the lock, which would
let us down onto the Neerharen-Lanaken canal. We passed several barges quietly
moored for their Sunday rest but some skippers were working, hosing the decks or
patching the paintwork. For them theirs is a seven-day a week job. We sounded
our horn and an old lockkeeper came out of his house and opened the gates. We
asked if we could take on water and sat enjoying the brilliant sunshine while the
hose, oh so slowly, filled our tank. This lock has a 13m. fall, we have travelled it in
the opposite direction. There is always a problem with ropes because if the lock
keeper doesn’t wait for you to reach the bottom and then your rope snags on
something on the quay you are going to experience some embarrassment.
However, the lock keeper assured us that we would descend very slowly and he
was as good as his word although we did keep feeding a rope round the ladder as
a precaution. As the lower lock gates opened we saw that several boats were
waiting. We had hoped to moor near the lock but the keeper sent us to Rekem,
about 2 km. further. As we approached Rekem, it looked very busy. We could see
the sunlight reflecting from numerous car windows and the little Halte seemed full.
When we were nearer we could see that a little bit of repositioning would provide
enough room for us. Everyone was very pleasant and welcoming and we were
soon settled. After a late lunch we walked into the village and found that it was
Open Monument Day. All the inhabitants of the village were dressed in Victorian
costume; there was a trial taking place in the square; four beautifully matched
ebony horses were pulling a phaeton and giving rides; there was a lone piper
playing the “doodlesac” and there was a jazz band in the corner. Beer was flowing
freely. We took the opportunity of a guided tour of the chateau, which was in dire
need of renovation. On returning to the boat we found that everyone else was
preparing to leave and we soon had the place to ourselves.
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At 1.20 hrs. this morning our grandson Harry James was born. The day
dawned sunny with a breeze and we cycled through old Rekem into the new. The
houses in the old village were clustered around the chateau. They were terraced
cottages, their doors opening onto the cobbled streets. They all seemed to be well

cared for and the day
before, Monument Day, the
former Post Office, the
baker’s, the cobbler’s etc.
had all been open to the
public although they were
now private dwellings. A
straight road lined with
cycle tracks led into the
modern Rekem and
although we did not find a
parade of shops or “Winkle
Centrum”, we found a
baker, fruiterer and a
butcher, each nowhere
near the other but easy to

find by bicycle. A notice on the jetty informed us that we could only stay for 24
hours but this was not high summer and we didn’t expect any other visitors. We
moved the boat from the middle to the end to make it easier for any one else to
moor and prepared to stay another night.

We left Rekem on Tuesday morning heading for Bree where we knew
there was a good jetty but an hour’s journey along the canal brought us to new
jetties at Eisden. There were ten sturdily built jetties at right angles to the bank
and, when we arrived, only one other boat. We had to adjust the height of our
fenders because the jetties stood tall out of the water. Passing barges, travelling
at speed, created enormous
waves, which bashed the
sides of the boat and were
likely to lift the fenders onto
the jetty and so render them
incapable of offering any
protection to the boat. We
were not sure whether to
leave the boat unattended but
in the end carried our bicycles
ashore and set off to explore
Eisden. We found Maas
Mechelen Village, which had
been built, with the help of
European funds, on the site of
an old coalfield. I have not visited the Outlet village at Glashoughton nor
Meadowhall but I imagine that Maas Mechelen is very similar. The shops selling
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designer clothes are each side of wide streets paved with marble, or so it seemed.
There were huge car parks and coach parks and so these wide streets were
exclusively for pedestrians. The cycle racks were not shaped to accommodate the
small wheels of our folding bicycles and we were firmly told by the smartly
uniformed security guard that we were not allowed to push them along the marble
streets. We remounted our bicycles and, following the signs for Eisden, continued
our exploration. We were now entering a garden suburb “built in the English style
of the 20’s and 30’s” to house the miners from the nearby collieries. On either side
of the leafy lanes were semi-detached houses set in large mature gardens. We
could, if we wished, visit the typical house of a coal miner furnished in the manner
of the time but we had been born in the 30’s and brought up in terraced houses
and so would not find anything quaint or strange to excite us. We rode round and
round, found a huge church, an important looking senior school, an impressive
town square and a mosque but no useful shops. We were beginning to think we
were completely lost but somehow managed to find our way back to the boat and
our neighbours gone.

It rained heavily all night but had cleared by the time we were ready to
leave. On reaching the long wooden jetty at Bree, we found it quite full. Our first
task on arrival was to use the deck brush and plenty of water to clean the jetty
outside our boat. A gaggle of geese is permanently resident at Bree.

We woke next morning to thick fog but it had cleared by mid morning. At
St. Hubrechts-Lille we found yet another new jetty, built parallel to the bank and
just before a rarely used road bridge. Barges had to slow down for the bridge and
we found it to be a very quiet mooring although a bit shaded by the trees in the
woods nearby. It would be an ideal spot during a summer heat wave. Before
leaving we shopped at the small Spar in the village and after travelling for 45mins.
arrived at Neerpelt. Here there were several jetties at right angles to the canal but
protected from the barges by a small breakwater. There was also an electricity
supply, which took some fathoming before we could get it to work. The moorings
were quite busy and, talking to a friendly Dutch couple we found that there was a
place further along the canal where we could have our gas bottle refilled. The
weather was exceedingly hot, the last fling of summer, and we were so pleased
that we had chosen to travel home through the Belgian Kempen rather than by the
well travelled route through Maastricht. We cycled into Neerpelt to buy the Times
and wander round the weekly market.

On Sunday morning we travelled through the three locks at Lommel
intending to stay at Retie on the Dessel to Schoten canal. There are moorings in a
turning circle on the narrow canal, which used to belong to the Royal Antwerp
Yacht Club but now seem to have been abandoned. It is a very quiet mooring but
this particular Sunday a trip boat arrived with many passengers who visited the
local restaurant and then walked round the circle and into the woods before
returning to their boat. There are three opening bridges between Retie and
Turnhout where a new yacht harbour had been built in an old industrial harbour.
From there we would travel towards Schoten, first passing through St. Job and
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see Dave and Penny
again, and then stay at the
Yacht Club in Schoten for
one or two nights before
descending through the
last two locks onto the
Albert canal. We had
made this particular
journey several times.
There are ten locks
altogether between
Turnhout and the Albert
canal and the lock keeper
cycles along the tow path
and sees you through four
or five locks before he

hands you over to a colleague for the rest of the journey. He usually comes
aboard at Schoten for a “wee dram” and to find when you want to go through the
last two locks. Arriving at this part of the Albert canal we would have avoided the
really busy part and the huge locks which we have to share with the big barges.
We left Retie in the early morning mist on Monday and arrived at Turnhout in good
time for lunch. As we approached the last opening bridge before the new Yacht
harbour the bridge keeper came out of his office to talk to us, an unheard of
occurrence. He told us that the no.1 lock from the Albert canal to the Schoten
canal would be closed for two weeks for repairs.  - “Merde!”  “God verdomd!”

We stayed in
Turnhout for two nights before
retracing our path to the
crossroads where the Dessel-
Turnhout canal meets the
canal from Bocholt to
Herentals. From this
crossroads we had to travel
downhill through nine locks
before reaching Herentals.
The first lock gates were open
when we arrived, we entered,
and this was to be the pattern
for the whole descent except
for one lock where we had to
wait for a heavily laden coal
barge to leave the lock. The lockkeepers were friendly and helpful and the
sunshine had enticed the cyclists on to the towpaths and so we had an audience
to appreciate our “schut tekniek”. We arrived at the spacious yacht harbour of
Herentals at 16.30 and were directed by the harbour master to a box on the outer
edge of the harbour, overlooking the canal and so we could watch the comings
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and goings of the barges.
Our neighbour was a big
motorboat, no doubt twin
screw, and named “Dolce
far niente” and on Thursday
evening the owner arrived
and started to make
preparations as if he were
leaving. In the event it was
to move to the other side of
the harbour where he was
visited by a diesel tanker.
Not one to waste an
opportunity, Jimmy spoke to
“Dolce’s” owner who kindly
introduced him to the tanker

driver and a deal was struck. We took on 150 ltrs. of red diesel. For the two days
we stayed in Herentals the weather was dry and warm and sometimes sunny. We
cycled into the suburb near the harbour and found a baker and then along good
cycle tracks at the side of the dual carriageway, into the old town of Herentals.
The town square was more of an oblong with a particularly fine Stadhuis half way
along. There were some very fine shops on either side especially shoe shops
which displayed the autumn fashions in their windows. When we cycled in again
on Friday we found that it was market day with the biggest street market we had
seen outside the Netherlands apart, of course, from Antwerp.

We made an early start on Saturday morning and were in Herentals lock
at 9.00 a.m. together with “Dolce far niente” and a small converted péniche flying
the red duster named “Saul trader”. We were now on the dreaded Albert canal but
hoped that by travelling on a Saturday morning the barge traffic would not be too
heavy. By using the Dessel-Schoten canal we would have avoided 25 km. of
unpleasant, choppy water. We travelled along through the grey morning,
overtaken now and then by a fast-moving barge. On reaching the huge lock at
Weinegem we found several barges waiting to enter and there was some
confusion because some of them were looking for suitable places to spend the
weekend. Eventually it was our turn to enter and we descended four metres
before the lower gates were opened and we could follow the barges out. The first
time we had ever passed through this lock had been the day that King Albert had
officially opened it after it had been built to take ever larger barges on the Albert
canal. As we followed the fleet from the lock our photograph had been taken and
printed in the “Knack”, a similar monthly magazine to “Yorkshire Life”. After some
effort we were able to obtain a negative and an enlarged photograph now has
pride of place on our living room wall. We were through the lock at Weinegem by
13.15 hrs. and now on the much narrower Albert canal. We passed the tobacco
mills, the margarine factories, the little bunker ships and all the small factories,
which lined the quays. By 14.30 we had tied up in Antwerp yacht harbour.
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Sunday dawned grey with heavy showers but we left the yacht harbour
at 9.55 and by 10.20 were through the second bridge and into the docks. Our
passage was uneventful with no big ships coming in off the river and only one or
two barges busily coming out of side docks and making their way to the sea locks.
We passed under the road bridge, which makes a natural division between the
docks and the Schelde-Rhine canal just after midday and two hours later were at
the Kreekrak sluis. We felt we had made very good time. Before entering the
Kreekrak sluis we had hardly noticed the weather. The sun had begun to shine
and as the high dykes of the canal sheltered us we hardly noticed the wind.
However, when the front gates of the sluis were opened we seemed to be in the
teeth of a gale. There is a wide stretch of water near Bergen op Zoom where the
Ooster Schelde joins the canal and where another creek goes to Tholen. This
strong wind was whipping up waves, quite large for our small boat and I was
alarmed when Jimmy passed me the tiller because I knew it would be hard work
steering a straight line. But I was only required to do it for a short time while Jimmy
climbed on the roof and rescued my container of Busy Lizzies which had travelled
with us and been admired throughout France and were now in dire peril of falling
overboard. To add to the confusion the engine, which we had been working hard
through the waves began to overheat, the alarm sounded and we travelled for
about half an hour with the deck boards lifted.  Once we had crossed this large
expanse of water and were again sheltered by the dykes the journey was smooth.

As we neared the end of the Schelde-Rhine canal and were about to join
the Volkerak we knew that we would be buffeted about again. We made sure that
everything was safe below; the cutlery box was put on the floor; ornaments
removed from the windowsills; folding chairs safely stowed. For a short while we
were protected from the strong north wind by a barge that was gradually
overtaking us and acting as a breakwater on our port side but once it had passed
we were bashed by waves and as far as I was concerned, seemed to be going
perilously close to the rocks which line the banks and prevent the wash from boats
eroding them. We peered through the waves to locate the small red buoy at the
entrance to the Vliet and turning round it felt as if we were surfing towards the lock
at Beneden Sas. Owing to the problem of growing algae the lock gates were not
open as normal but just then we were given a green light and our worry of where
to wait was eliminated. We had no problem entering our own box in the little
harbour of de Heen because the great tithe barn shelters it from the strongest
winds.

Our second long voyage into France was successfully over. We had left
De Heen on June 1st and now almost four months later were back. We had
negotiated 292 locks, sluisen or écluses, travelled many kilometres through
Belgium and Northern France. We had renewed our friendship with Bruce, Wim
and Nell and met many other people along the way. Although many were literally
ships that passed in the night or along the canal, their crews were almost without
exception friendly and helpful and added to the enjoyment of our memorable
holiday.
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This was the last major voyage of Yorkshire Maid in our ownership. We
sold her to a Dutchman in January 2004 and hung up our anchors. We hope he
will also experience the pleasure, which we have had with her and many
interesting and exciting voyages.


